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Nespresso machine manual pixie

Tap water (domestic drinking water) is ideal as long as it doesn't have odour that could change the taste of the drink. Bottled water is also appropriate. Not using cold or hot water as this can affect the temperature of the drink. Still use fresh water and replace water if the device hasn't been used for more
than 2 days. For cold drinks, use water at room temperature, never refrigerate water, and place two or more cube ice (20 g per ice) in the cups. Note that the hardness of the water is the main cause of the car's calciification. It is therefore recommended to unstate the machine often (every 3 months or less
depending on the hardness of the water). Maintenance and cleaning What is the best way to destate or clean my espresso coffee marker? Follow the instructions in your personal instructions manual for your vehicle staircase, as the methods vary depending on the machine model you own. We
recommend using the brling product offered by the brand. For an average daily usage of 4 cups and if the water is limestone, we recommend escalation to your vehicle at least every 3 months. If you live in an area where the water is very limestone, you may have to do it more often. Should the water tank
be cleaned up? Yes, if this one is engaged. Clean it with clear water and/or with the cleaning products recommended by your device brand. This can prevent problems with obstruction outlets and hygian problems. Why desperate? Limestone is naturally established in your device; regular slures will
preserve it and ensure a longer lifetime. The brlures ensure a consistent quality of coffee over time. Limestone can permanently change the car's performance. Technical support What if there is water or coffee under the device? Check to see if the brain drop-out overflow and empty it if necessary. Check
the correct poetation of the drop-out tray. What if the water doesn't flow? If your car hasn't been used for several months, the pump may have difficulty rebooting the water flow. When choosing a small or large cup, the pump makes a lot of noise but not a drop out.- Remove the capsule if there is one.- Fill
the tank as much as possible with hot water (60oC). - Turn the machine on and select the big cup.- Remove and put the tank back in place every 3 seconds. Air bubles must escape from the Tank Valve.- Primary is carried out with the flow of water in Coffee. If primary is not possible after these
manipulations, bring the machine to an approved repair center. What to do if the device dysfunction? After following the instructions in the operating manual for the start of the device, make sure that your power outlet is working properly with another device. If it still doesn't work, don't try crack or repair the
device yourself and take it to a licensed repair. What if my device power is damaged? Do not use your device. In order to avoid any hazards, there it is replaced by a licensed repair. Various questions What is an espresso compared to a filter coffee? Espresso is most of aromas than normal coffee. Indeed,
we recognize an espresso with its delicious flavour and its cream that appears on the surface of the cup. This requires a pressure of 15 bars (found only with espresso machines), water raised to 90-92oC with fine tea and dosed coffee (7 g per cup). Where to release my device when it comes to the end of
his life? Drop your device into a selective sorting center or wasted disposal center. I just opened my new camera and I think there's a room missing. What should I do? If you think a part is missing, contact the Consumer Services Center and we will help you find an appropriate solution. Where can I buy
accessories, consumers or spare parts for my device? Find accessories, consumers and spare parts for your products by visiting the site's accessories store. What are the guaranteed conditions for my product? All detailed information in the Warranty section of this site. This website or its third-party tool
uses cookies, required in its functioning and required to achieve the illustration goals of the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse
otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. Tap water (domestic drinking water) is ideal as long as it doesn't have odour that could change the taste of the drink. Bottled water is also appropriate. Not using cold or hot water as this can affect the temperature of the drink. Still use fresh water and replace
water if the device hasn't been used for more than 2 days. For cold drinks, use water at room temperature, never refrigerate water, and place two or more cube ice (20 g per cent) of the cups. Note that the hardness of the water is the main cause of the car's calciification. It is therefore recommended to
unstate the machine often (every 3 months or less depending on the hardness of the water). Maintenance and cleaning What is the best way to destate or clean my espresso coffee marker? Follow the instructions in your personal instructions manual for your vehicle staircase, as the methods vary
depending on the machine model you own. We recommend using the brling product offered by the brand. For an average daily usage of 4 cups and if the water is limestone, we recommend escalation to your vehicle at least every 3 months. If you live in an area where the water is very limestone, you may
have to do it more often. Should the water tank be cleaned up? Yes, if this one is engaged. Clean it with clear water and/or with the cleaning products recommended by your device brand. This can prevent problems with obstruction outlets and hygian problems. Why desperate? Limestone is naturally
established in your device; regular slures will preserve it and ensure a longer lifetime. The brlures ensure a consistent quality of coffee over time. Limestone can permanently change the car's performance. Technical support What if there is water or coffee under the device? Check to see if the brain dropout overflow and empty it if necessary. Check the correct poetation of the drop-out tray. What if the water doesn't flow? If your car hasn't been used for several months, the pump may have difficulty rebooting the water flow. When choosing a small or large cup, the pump makes a lot of noise but not a drop
out.- Remove the capsule if there is one.- Fill the tank as much as possible with hot water (60oC). - Turn the machine on and select the big cup.- Remove and put the tank back in place every 3 seconds. Air bubles must escape from the Tank Valve.- Primary is carried out with the water flow from the grip of
the coffee. If primary is not possible after these manipulations, bring the machine to an approved repair center. What to do if the device dysfunction? After following the instructions in the operating manual for the start of the device, make sure that your power outlet is working properly with another device. If
it still doesn't work, don't try crack or repair the device yourself and take it to a licensed repair. What if my device power is damaged? by your device. In order to avoid any hazards, there it is replaced by a licensed repair. Various questions What is an espresso compared to a filter coffee? Espresso is most
of aromas than normal coffee. Indeed, we recognize an espresso with its delicious flavour and its cream that appears on the surface of the cup. This requires a pressure of 15 bars (found only with espresso machines), water raised to 90-92oC with fine tea and dosed coffee (7 g per cup). Where to release
my device when it comes to the end of his life? Drop your device into a selective sorting center or wasted disposal center. I just opened my new camera and I think there's a room missing. What should I do? If you think a part is missing, contact the Consumer Services Center and we will help you find an
appropriate solution. Where can I buy accessories, consumers or spare parts for my device? Find accessories, consumers and spare parts for your products by visiting the site's accessories store. What are the guaranteed conditions for my product? All detailed information in the Warranty section of this

site.
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